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Energy-Efficiency Bounds for Deep Submicron VLSI
Systems in the Presence of Noise
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Abstract—In this paper, we present an algorithm for computing
the bounds on energy-efficiency of digital very large scale integration (VLSI) systems in the presence of deep submicron noise.
The proposed algorithm is based on a soft-decision channel model
of noisy VLSI systems and employs information–theoretic arguments. Bounds on energy-efficiency are computed for multimodule
systems, static gates, dynamic circuits and noise-tolerant dynamic
circuits in 0.25- m CMOS technology. As the complexity of the
proposed algorithm grows linearly with the size of the system, it
is suitable for computing the bounds on energy-efficiency for complex VLSI systems. A key result presented is that noise-tolerant
dynamic circuits offer the best trade off between energy-efficiency
and noise-immunity when compared to static and domino circuits.
Furthermore, employing a 16-bit noise-tolerant Manchester adder
in a CDMA receiver, we demonstrate a 31.2%–51.4% energy reduction over conventional systems when operating in the presence
of noise. In addition, we compute the lower bounds on energy dissipation for this CDMA receiver and show that these lower bounds
are 2.8 below the actual energy consumed, and that noise-tolerance reduces the gap between the lower bounds and actual energy
dissipation by a factor of 1.9 .
Index Terms—CDMA communications, deep submicron noise,
energy-efficiency bounds, low power, noise-tolerance.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE ABILITY to scale CMOS technology [1]–[3] has been
a key driver for the development of low-cost broadband
communication and computing systems. However, with feature
sizes being scaled into the deep submicron (DSM) regime,
DSM noise [4], [5] consisting of ground bounce, crosstalk,
drops, clock jitter, charge sharing, process variations, etc.,
has emerged as a critical factor that may ultimately determine
the performance achievable in the future at an affordable cost.
Compounding the problem further is the adoption of aggressive
design practices such as dynamic logic, low-supply voltage, use
of low- and hence, high-leakage devices, and high clock-frequencies. As a result, the semiconductor industry is facing a
reliability problem that challenges the very foundation of the
cost and performance benefits of very large scale integration
(VLSI).
In this paper, we address the issue of determining achievable bounds on energy-efficiency for digital VLSI systems in
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the presence of noise. The issue of lower bounds on power dissipation was addressed in [6] by considering thermal noise as
the limiting factor for energy reduction. In [7], the lower bounds
on power dissipation per pole for analog circuits and empirical
lower bounds for digital circuits were derived from the desired
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by assuming noise-free elements.
In the past, we have proposed an information-theoretic framework [8] that enables us to determine the bounds on energy-efficiency in a rigorous manner. The central thesis of this framework is to establish an energy-related correspondence between
an algorithm and its architectural implementation. Specifically,
we view a DSM VLSI system as a network of communication
channels; a view also echoed recently in the ITRS2001 [1]. The
algorithmic complexity of the system is quantified by the information transfer rate , while each implementation is said to
have an information transfer capacity . Employing the inforon reliability [9], we premation-theoretic constraint
sented [8] a common basis for various power reduction techniques such as voltage scaling, pipelining, parallel processing,
adiabatic logic, etc. The same constraint was utilized in [10] to
obtain the fundamental limit on signal energy transfer during a
binary switching transition. In [11], we proposed a binary symmetric channel (BSC) model to determine the lower bounds on
energy dissipation for single-output static modules. An information-theoretic approach was also employed in [12] to determine the maximum achievable energy-reduction in high-speed
busses.
While the proposed information-theoretic approach enables
the computation of energy-efficiency bounds, it does not directly enable the construction of low-power design techniques.
Fortunately, the proposed approach does indicate that design
techniques based on noise-tolerance, in contrast to noise mitigation, can enable the design of systems that operate at or
close to their energy-efficiency bounds. Indeed, our past work
[13]–[16] has shown that design techniques based on noise-tolerance at the algorithmic level [or algorithmic noise-tolerance
(ANT)] [13], [14] and at the circuit level [15], [16] are effective in achieving energy-efficiency in the presence of noise. In
the long run, we see algorithmic and circuit level noise-tolerance techniques being applied concurrently to design systems
with energy consumption that approach these bounds. Indeed,
error-tolerance has been referred to as one of the difficult design challenges in the next decade [1].
Ideally, we would like to be able to compute energy-efficiency
bounds for complex systems and then employ a combination
of algorithmic and circuit level noise-tolerance techniques to
approach these bounds. Unfortunately, computing the bounds
for complex systems is quite difficult at present. Thus, we are
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faced with a “gap” between our ability to compute bounds on
energy-efficiency for a specific system and our ability to devise
design techniques for approaching these bounds. Fortunately,
the soft-decision channel (SDC) model presented in this paper
holds the promise that lower bounds on energy-efficiency can be
computed for complex systems. An evidence of this promise is
presented in this paper where we compute the bounds on energyefficiency for multi-input multi-output systems and for a CDMA
receiver. Specific examples where the above mentioned gap is
bridged are the chip I/O signaling [11] and the CDMA receiver
example in this paper.
Employing the proposed SDC model, we obtain the lower
bounds on energy-efficiency for static, domino [19], and noisetolerant domino [15] gates. We show that noise-tolerant gates
have a lower bound that is smaller than the corresponding bound
for a domino gate when operating in the presence of noise. This
is an interesting result because noise-tolerance implies an energy overhead and thus it is not obvious that it is an energy-efficient design technique. Note that while the proposed SDC model
enables us to compute the lower bounds on energy-efficiency, it
does not indicate the design technique to employ. Nevertheless,
this paper presents simple examples that do suggest that design
techniques based on noise-tolerance can be quite effective in
achieving energy-efficiency in the presence of noise.
In Section II, we briefly review our past work on the information-theoretic framework. In Section III, we propose the
soft-decision channel model for noisy VLSI systems and develop the associated information-theoretic measures. In Section IV, we determine the lower bounds on energy-efficiency by
solving an energy optimization problem. In Section V, we employ noise-tolerance to design an adder circuit that approaches
the lower bounds on energy-efficiency in the presence of noise.
II. INFORMATION-THEORETIC FRAMEWORK: A REVIEW
In this section, we review our past work on the informationtheoretic framework for deriving the lower bounds on energy
dissipation of noisy logic gates.
From Shannon’s joint source-channel coding theory [9], the
information content of a continuous source is given by
(1)
is the probability density function (PDF) of a conwhere
.
tinuous-valued output
Assume that the output of the source is passed through a
, i.e.,
noisy transformation
(2)
is a deterministic mapping function from
to
, and denotes the noise, which is typically assumed to
be white with a Gaussian distribution but could also have an arbitrary distribution. The maximum information content that the
noisy transformation can transfer with arbitrarily low probability of error is given by its capacity as

where

(3)
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 1. A simple information transfer system. (a) A 2-input OR gate. (b) The
corresponding BSC model.

where
is the information transfer capacity per use,
rate at which the system is being operated, and
mutual information, which is defined as

is the
is the
(4)

is the conditional entropy of conditioned on .
and
In [8], we have shown that any transformation with input
and output has an information transfer rate given by
, where
is the entropy of the output and is
the rate at which the original input data are being generated by a
source. Note that can be different from due to input coding.
Information theory [9] indicates that it is possible to achieve an
information transfer rate with arbitrarily low probability of
.
error (by properly coding the input) as long as
The lower bounds on energy dissipation for single-output
static gates have been studied previously [11] by modeling
noisy gates as a binary symmetric communication channel
(BSC) and employing information-theoretic concepts. Consider
is
a 2-input OR gate as shown in Fig. 1(a), where the input
. Due to noise, the output
generated from
of the gate will deviate from its nominal values. Assume that
the output is passed through a hard-decision device such as a
latch. The latched output, denoted by , can be regarded as a
binary signal that contains errors with a probability . This can
be represented by the BSC model as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Employing the BSC model, the lower bounds on energy dissipation of single-output static gates can be determined under the
. A key advantage of
information-theoretic constraint
the BSC model is that it can be used to model logic errors quite
easily. However, the BSC model has two disadvantages. First,
the complexity of a BSC model for a complex VLSI system is
very high. Second, the energy-efficiency bounds obtained using
the BSC model will not be as accurate as those obtained from
models that do not quantize the output and noise. In this paper,
we propose a model that eliminates these drawbacks.
III. THE SDC MODEL
In this section, we develop a SDC model for DSM VLSI systems. We first provide a physical basis for the proposed model
and then develop the channel capacity formula to compute the
bounds on energy-efficiency.
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. Thus, noise voltage
can introduce logic errors at
the output of the latch with a probability given by

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2. The proposed SDC model for noisy gates. (a) Voltage waveforms and
(b) output distribution.

A. SDC Model

(8)
There are two fundamental differences between the BSC model
and the proposed SDC model. First, the BSC model quantizes
noise contributions by employing error probability in the computation of lower bounds. This requires noiseless hard-decision
devices (e.g., latches) employed at the inputs and outputs of
noisy gates. The proposed SDC model relaxes this constraint by
modeling noiseless logic signals as binary signals with voltage
and 0 V and signaling probability , and DSM noise
levels
as a continuous random signal with a specific statistical distribution. Thus, all the signals and noise are captured in such a way
that reflects their inherent physical nature.
Second, the proposed SDC model leads to an efficient algorithm to compute the lower bounds on energy dissipation. The
computational complexity of the algorithm increases linearly
with system complexity, making the SDC model applicable to
complex digital systems. We will discuss this point in detail in
Section IV.
B. Information Transfer Capacity

The proposed SDC model for a single-output noisy gate is illustrated in Fig. 2(a). In the presence of noise, the voltage waveis composed of an ideal output voltage
form at the output
and additive noise voltage that is assumed to be independent
of the input and output , i.e.,
(5)
The ideal output is a binary signal with a statistical distriand
,
bution given by
where is determined by the input statistics and the logic function of the gate. The noise voltage represents a composite effect due to thermal noise and other DSM phenomena such as
ground bounce, crosstalk, charge-sharing, leakage, and process
variations. In this paper, we assume that the noise voltage has
. From (5), the statistical distribution
a PDF denoted by
of the noisy output
can be expressed as

We now derive the information transfer capacity for DSM
VLSI systems using the proposed SDC model. We start with
a simple -input, single-output logic gate and then extend the
framework to complex systems. Lemma 1 presented below provides the formula of mutual information for noisy gates. It is
then employed in deriving the information transfer capacity in
Theorem 1.
Lemma 1: Consider a noisy digital gate with binary inputs
and single output
, where
is the noiseless output and all the noise sources contribute
with a distribution denoted by
. The
a noise voltage
for this gate is
mutual information
given by

(9)
if
if

.

(6)

where

is the PDF of

, given by
(10)

can be considered as a bimodal continuous
Note that
or . A typical
random signal whose value is either
is depicted in Fig. 2(b), from which we can
distribution of
as
rewrite

The proof of Lemma 1 is straightforward. From the definition
of mutual information (4), we have

(7)

(11)

It can be shown that the previously proposed BSC model [11]
is a special case of the proposed SDC model when the input
and output of a noisy gate are latched synchronously. Assume
that the latch being employed has a logic threshold denoted by

and
are continuous signals. Substituting
where both
and
into (11) and using (1), we get (9).
given by (9) is a funcNote that
, noise distribution
, and output
tion of supply voltage
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. Mutual information with respect to V

and p . (a) 

= 0:4 V. (b) The increase for 

probability . The value of
is determined by the input statistics and the logic function of the gate. In general, it is difficult
to obtain an analytical solution for (9); however, numerical solutions are easy to obtain [20].
From Lemma 1, we obtain the information transfer capacity
per use as summarized below.
of
Theorem 1: The information transfer capacity per use
an -input, single-output noisy gate is given by

(12)
The proof of Theorem 1 is provided in Appendix A. Theorem
is achieved when the
1 indicates that the capacity per use

ideal output

= 0:3 V.

has a uniform distribution [i.e.,
]. This is consistent with the observation that
implies maximum uncertainty in
and hence, the
largest information content being transferred.
using
Fig. 3(a) plots the mutual information
Lemma 1 for a 2-input OR gate in a 0.25 m CMOS process.
is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian
The noise voltage
V. As indicated, for
distribution with a variance
,
reaches the maximum
every supply voltage
. In addition,
is symmetric around
when
. This is consistent with the BSC model. The capacity
approaches 1 b/use as
increases. This can be
per use
interpreted as the ability of the 2-input OR gate to transfer 1
bit of information for every use provided the supply voltage
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is sufficiently high with respect to noise. This is to be
, noise becomes
expected given the fact that for high enough
negligible and the gate can be approximated as being noiseless.
decreases toward zero with the reduction
On the other hand,
. This reflects the practical scenario where the gate stops
in
functioning on being powered down.
is illustrated in Fig. 3(b), where
The impact of noise on
(and hence
) as noise
we observe an increase in
being reduced from 0.4 V to 0.3 V. Obviously, a
variance
gate operating in a less noisy medium is more robust and hence
can transfer more information.
We now compute the information transfer capacity. Assume
that the NMOS and PMOS transistors being used are balanced
implying the same low-to-high and high-to-low delays. The
at a supply voltage
can be
maximum signaling rate
approximated by [21]
(13)
is the transconductance of the balanced NMOS and
where
is the load capacitance, is the transistor
PMOS transistors,
threshold voltage, and is the velocity saturation index ranging
from 1 (velocity saturated) to 2 (without velocity saturation).
,
The information transfer capacity can be obtained as
and are given by (12) and (13), respectively.
where
As an example, we consider the 2-input OR gate in a 0.25
m CMOS process with the following parameters: 1)
A/V , 2)
V, 3)
fF, 4)
,
MB/s. The noise
and 5) information transfer rate
is assumed to be a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
voltage
V. With
V, we obtain
with a variance
b/use and
GHz. Therefore, the information
transfer capacity of the gate is given by
Gb/s. Similarly, with
V, we obtain
b/use
Ghz. This gives
MB/s, which is still
and
larger than the information transfer requirement , implying
that through appropriate coding, the gate can be operated reliably at a supply voltage as low as 1.0 V. The degradation in
is primarily due to noise impact becoming increasingly sigreduces. Present-day digital circuits operate at
nificant as
b/use and hence
sufficiently high voltages so that
can be as high as .
It is worth mentioning that (12) and (13) provide a direct correspondence between the information transfer capacity and
implementation details such as supply voltage, load capacitance,
circuit style, CMOS process, and noise parameters. While in
this paper we employ rather general models for speed and noise,
any specific assumptions or modifications can be easily incorporated into the framework. One such example is the computation of bounds on energy dissipation for noise-tolerant circuit
techniques (see Section IV-D), where noise contributions are
modeled as an input noise voltage rather than at the output as in
the SDC model. Assuming the gate with a voltage transfer char[22], the equivalent output noise
acteristic (VTC) function
voltage can be expressed as
(14)

Fig. 4.

The SDC model for noisy digital systems.

and has a distribution given by [23]
(15)
and
are the PDFs for the input noise
where
and the equivalent output noise voltage
, revoltage
spectively, and is the root of (14). Thus, we can compute the
information transfer capacity for gates subject to input noise by
into (9), (10), and (12).
substituting
IV. LOWER BOUNDS ON ENERGY DISSIPATION
In this section, we determine the lower bounds on energy dissipation using the proposed SDC model. These bounds are obtained by solving an energy optimization problem while being
on resubject to the information-theoretic constraint
liability. In Section IV-A, we formulate the constrained optimization problem and develop an analytical solution by employing the Lagrange multiplier method [24]. In Section IV-B,
we present an algorithm to compute the lower bounds and then
apply it to multimodule systems, dynamic circuits and noise-tolerant dynamic circuits in Section IV-C to IV-D, respectively.
A. Problem Formulation and Solution
Consider a generic digital system as depicted in Fig. 4. We
assume, without loss of generality, that the system consists of
noisy modules, each generating an ideal (noiseless) output
. The input of the system
denoted by for
, where
is a binary
is given by
signal. From the SDC model, the total noise contribution can be
output noise voltages
.
represented by
In addition, we assume these noise voltages are independent of
each other. The outputs of the system can be expressed as
(16)
denotes the actual voltage waveform at the th output
where
is the corresponding noise voltage with a distribution
and
. Note that the assumption on independent noise
given by
sources is pessimistic, i.e., the resulting bounds would be greater
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than those obtained if the noise sources were correlated. This is
due to the fact that independent noise sources incur the largest
information loss [9] and thus require higher output probabilities
s and transition probabilities s to compensate. Furthermore,
making the independence assumption simplifies the mathematical development so that the key ideas in the paper can be illustrated clearly.
We consider a silicon implementation where all the NMOS
and PMOS transistors share a common power supply and
ground. In addition, the NMOS and PMOS transistors are
properly sized so that the modules can be operated at the same
speed at a nominal supply voltage. For the sake of simplicity,
we assume that all the capacitances including the parasitic
capacitance, interconnect capacitance, and input capacitance
from the following stage are lumped into the load capacitance
at the output of the system.
In what follows, we consider the total power dissipation
to consist primarily of the capacitive component of power dis,
sipation, also referred to as dynamic power dissipation
which is given by [22]
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subject to:
(20)
is the energy per information bit.
where
and noise
Note that for any given supply voltage
parameters, the information-theoretic constraint (20) and
power dissipation are functions of transition probabilities
. Hence, the optimum solution to (19) and
) that minimizes the
(20) is a set of s (
power dissipation while satisfying the information-theoretic
constraint on reliability. Employing the Lagrange multiplier
method [24], we obtain the optimum solution to (19) and (20)
as summarized in Theorem 2.
Theorem 2: The lower bound on energy dissipation for a digital system consisting of noisy modules is achieved with transatisfying
sition probabilities

(21)
(17)
are the average transition probability and the
where and
equivalent load capacitance, respectively, for the th output, and
is given by (13). In Section IV-D, we will include other power
components (e.g., short-circuit and static power) to determine
the lower bounds for domino and noise-tolerant circuits.
We note that for dynamic circuits such as conventional
being
domino, will be equal to the probability of output
(or a logic “1”), i.e.,
. This is valid for static circuits
as well provided transition signaling [11] (i.e., a logic “1” is
represented with a transition and a logic “0” is represented
with no transition) is employed at the output. Therefore, in the
in the information capacity
rest of the paper we will replace
expressions (9)–(12) with the transition probability as these
two measures are equivalent.
We now determine the lower bounds on energy dissipation
for DSM VLSI systems as shown in Fig. 4, using the SDC
model. As discussed in Section III, the mutual information
for such systems is
, output transition probdetermined by the supply voltage
and noise parameters. To simplify
abilities
as
notation, we rewrite
an explicit function of these parameters as follows

(18)
is the variance (energy) of noise voltage , which
where
. Employing
is determined by the distribution function
similar arguments as in [11], the lower bounds on energy dissipation can be obtained by solving the following optimization
problem
minimize:

(19)

, , and
are the load capacitance, transition probwhere
ability, and noise variance, respectively, at the th output,
is a constant determined by the information-theoretic constraint
is the mutual informaon reliability, and
tion for the th output, which is given by

(22)
is the distribution function for the output noise
where
.
The proof of Theorem 2 is provided in Appendix B. In Section IV-B to IV-D, we will demonstrate the use of Theorem 2
to compute the lower bounds on energy dissipation for various
digital systems.
B. Computation of Lower Bounds
We assume that the NMOS and PMOS transistors being
used are properly sized to operate at the same speed at
and
a nominal supply voltage. Thus, the parameters
s are fixed making the lower bounds a function of the
and transition probabilities s. From
supply voltage
Theorem 2, the objective is to find an optimum combination
at each
such that the power
dissipation is minimized subject to the information-theoretic
requirement . Fig. 5 shows the algorithm for computing the
we start with a sufficiently small
lower bounds. For each
and compute the values of s using (21) and (22). These
s are then employed to compute the information transfer
and
metric
the result is compared to the information transfer rate . If
,
, the
value of will be increased in small steps until (20) is just
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The algorithm to compute the lower bounds on energy dissipation.

satisfied. The corresponding transition probabilities s are
to obtain the lower bounds. Note that
then employed with
in Fig. 5 is determined by the precision to
the value of
which the bounds need to be computed. A smaller value of
results in higher precision. Therefore, one can start with a fixed
step-size and then reduce it as the solution converges.
Note that the proposed algorithm determines the lower
bounds by joint optimization of power components from all
the modules in the system. The associated computational
complexity increases linearly with the number of modules
in the system, making the proposed algorithm suitable for
determining the energy-efficiency bounds of complex digital
systems. In addition, it can be shown that the lower bounds
derived via the SDC model are smaller than those obtained via
the BSC model.
In Section IV-C and IV-D, we will demonstrate the computation of the lower bounds via the proposed SDC model for multimodule systems, dynamic circuits, and noise-tolerant circuit
techniques.
C. Lower Bounds for Multimodule Systems
We now determine the lower bounds on energy dissipation
for digital systems consisting of multiple logic modules, each
of which generates a noisy output while consuming a certain
amount of power. For the purpose of demonstration, we will
consider a full-adder which has a SUM module and a CARRY
module. The lower bounds for more complex digital systems
can be determined in a similar manner.

We assume the following design parameters for the full-adder.
1) The gate is implemented in a 0.25 m CMOS process in
static CMOS logic style with dual NMOS and PMOS networks.
2) The NMOS and PMOS transistors are balanced with the
same propagation delay. The speed of the gate is given by (13),
fF–30 fF,
A/V ,
where
V, and
.
3) The noise voltage has a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
V–0.4 V. The noise is uncorrelated to the desired
with
input and output signals.
4) The gate has an information transfer rate requirement
Mb/s.
Note that in practice the CARRY and SUM modules are possibly subject to noise with different amplitudes or driving different load capacitances. This results in different energy bounds
and, hence, we will evaluate them separately.
We first consider the case where the two modules are subject to different noise amplitudes but with the same load capacand
itance of 30 fF. We assume that the noise voltages
are zero-mean Gaussian distributions with
V and
V, respectively. This implies a more reliable
CARRY module. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the lower bounds for the
SUM module, CARRY module and the full-adder. Note that the
lower bound for the full-adder is obtained by jointly optimizing
the power components of different modules under the information-theoretic constraint on reliability. The minimum values of
for the SUM module, CARRY
energy per information bit
module and the full-adder equal 5.1 fj/b, 6.7 fJ/b and 12 fJ/b
V, 1.0 V and 1.08 V, respectively. Also shown in
at
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 6.

Lower bounds on energy dissipation for multimodule systems subject to (a) different noise and (b) different load capacitances.

Fig. 6(a) is that the lower bound for the full-adder is achieved
when the CARRY module consumes more energy than the SUM
module does.
Fig. 6(b) illustrates the lower bounds on energy dissipation
when the SUM and CARRY modules drive different load capacitances of 20 fF and 30 fF, respectively, but subject to the
V). It indicates that the lower
same noise amplitude (
bound for the full-adder is achieved when the output driving a
larger capacitance consumes less energy. This is to be expected

because such output will have a smaller transition probability
[see (21)] which offsets the energy overhead due to the large capacitance.
D. Energy-Efficiency Bounds for Noise-Tolerant Circuits
Noise-tolerant circuit techniques [15]–[18] improve
noise-immunity by employing additional elements to prevent
logic errors from occurring in the presence of noise. Thus, one
would expect noise-tolerant circuits to be less energy-efficient
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and the common node voltage is charged up to ( - – ).
Due to body-effect, the switching threshold voltage of the upper
NMOS net is increased, thereby improving the noise-immunity.
Note that the noise-immunity of the gate can be tuned by either
changing the voltage
- or resizing the transistor M1.
The total power dissipation of digital gates consists of
, short-circuit power
and static power
dynamic power
, where
has two components
(due to sub(due to DC power dissipation).
threshold leakage) and
Considering the fact that the two gates in Fig. 7 have
and
is relatively small (this is because
V), we
express the total power dissipation as
(23)
(a)

is the average short-circuit current evaluated over each
where
signaling period when the gate switches. Note that the two gates
consume nontrivial short-circuit power as indicated in Fig. 7.
From (23), the problem of deriving the energy-efficiency
bounds for domino and mirror circuits is stated as follows:
minimize:
subject to:

(24)

From Theorem 2, the solution to (24) can be obtained as

(b)
Fig. 7. Dynamic style 3-input OR gates. (a) Conventional domino. (b) Mirror
technique.

than conventional circuits. In this subsection, we determine the
lower bounds on energy-efficiency for noise-tolerant circuit
techniques such as the mirror technique [15]. It will be shown
that noise-tolerance improves the energy-efficiency when
operating at the lower bound.
Fig. 7 depicts two 3-input OR gates implemented by the conventional domino (with a keeper) and the mirror technique in
a 0.25 m CMOS technology. It is known that domino circuits
are inherently susceptible to noise [5] due to their low switching
, defined as the input voltage at which the
threshold voltage
output changes state. For the domino OR gate shown in Fig. 7(a),
, where
is the threshold voltage of an NMOS transistor. The previously proposed mirror technique [15] improves
noise-immunity via employing two identical NMOS evaluation
nets. One additional NMOS transistor M1, whose gate voltage is
controlled by the dynamic node voltage, provides a conduction
path between the common node of the two evaluation nets and
- . During the precharge phase, transistor M1 is turned on

(25)
is the signaling period.
where
Fig. 8 illustrates the lower bounds derived from the proposed
SDC model for a 3-input static, domino, and mirror OR gates.
with M1
The mirror gate was designed to have
being eight times the minimum size. For consistency, we sized
the transistors in all three gates to operate at the same speed at
V while driving a 30 fF load. This implies
nominal
that the pull-down NMOS transistors in Fig. 7(b) are sized up
resulting in larger parasitic capacitances. We account for this
design overhead by extracting the capacitances from the layout
and adding them to the 30 fF load capacitance. Please note that
during the computation of the lower bounds we relax the speed
constraint and instead keep only the constraint on the informaMb/s. We assume all three gates
tion transfer rate
which is zero-mean
to be subject to an input noise voltage
V. The equivalent output noise voltGaussian with
ages are obtained from (14) and (15). As shown, the minimum
of the conventional domino gate is found to be 20 fJ/b,
whereas that of the mirror gate is 13 fJ/b, which is 35% lower.
Furthermore, we also see that the static gate, while being inherently noise-tolerant, is also energy-inefficient when operating at
the lower bound.
Thus, we find that from an information-theoretic perspective, noise-tolerant circuits provide the best trade off between
noise-immunity and energy-efficiency than either domino or
static circuits.
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Lower bounds on energy dissipation via the proposed SDC model.

V. APPLICATION TO HIGH-SPEED, LOW-POWER
ARITHMETIC CIRCUITS
In this section, we employ noise-tolerance in high-speed
arithmetic circuits to reduce power dissipation subject to a
specified level of algorithmic performance, thereby reducing
the gap between the bounds on energy-efficiency and the
actual energy dissipation of practical systems. In particular,
we consider adders with large word sizes which are a key
datapath element in the design of high-performance microprocessors and digital signal processing systems. The problem of
improving reliability while maintaining energy-efficiency is
of great importance given the design challenge of achieving
high data rate in noisy media. This requires joint optimization
of noise-immunity, energy dissipation, speed as well as other
design parameters.
Wide adders are typically constructed by combining identical
smaller adder modules. One commonly used module is the Manchester domino adder [22] which employs the concept of carry
lookahead for speed improvement. In Section V-A, we propose
a noise-tolerant scheme based on the mirror technique to improve the noise-immunity of conventional Manchester adders.
In Section V-B, we define performance measures that will be
employed to evaluate the usefulness of the proposed noise-tolerant Manchester adder in a digital signal processing system. In
Section V-C, we apply this noise-tolerant Manchester adder in a
CDMA receiver and demonstrate a 31.2%–51.4% energy reduction. In addition, we compute the lower bounds on energy dissipation for this CDMA receiver and compare it with the actual
energy dissipated via the use of a noise-tolerant design. We show
that the lower bounds on energy dissipation are 2.8 below the
actual energy consumed. This example shows very clearly that
noise-tolerance is effective in reducing the gap between the actual energy consumed and the lower bounds.

A. Noise-Tolerant, High-Speed Adder Design
The speed of wide adders is limited by the speed of carry
signals propagating through the carry chain. Carry lookahead
technique [22] computes carry signals to each stage in parallel,
thereby improving the speed. For the th stage, the carry signal
and sum signal
are obtained as
(26)
(27)
and are the generate
where denotes the XOR operation,
and propagate signals, respectively, which are given by
(28)
(29)
and
are the th bit of two input operands
where
respectively. Expanding (26), we get

and

,

(30)
becomes large
From (30), the complexity of computing
very quickly as the bit-width increases. Hence, carry lookahead
addition typically spans no more than four stages.
Manchester adders employ a domino style of carry lookahead addition for high-speed and low-complexity. Fig. 9(a)
illustrates the circuit schematic of a conventional Manchester
adder, where the carry signals – are generated in parallel
from internal nodes. A carry-bypass scheme is employed to
reduce the worst-case delay when all s are “1.” It is known
that Manchester adders improve speed by approximately 4
over ripple-carry adders.
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proach is effective because a longer pull-down path with more
stacked NMOS transistors is more robust to noise. In addition,
short pull-down paths are not on the critical delay paths and,
hence, do not affect the overall speed when applying noise-tolerance.
B. Performance Measures

(a)

We assume that the magnitude and duration of intermittent
noise pulses are sufficient to cause logic errors. The error probability for dynamic gates can be obtained from the noise-immunity curves (NICs) [15], [25]. As shown in Fig. 10, a point on the
NIC indicates the duration and amplitude of an input noise pulse
that will erroneously discharge dynamic nodes and cause an
output error. Thus, noise pulses corresponding to the points that
lie above the NIC will cause output errors. Obviously, the more
noise-immune a circuit technique is, the higher its NIC will be.
and
Assume that the evaluation time equals
. Given
that the corresponding point on the NIC is denoted by
on the
a noise model that consists of a distribution
amplitude and duration as shown in Fig. 10, the error probability
can be obtained as
(31)
where the second integral starts from (determined by the vari.
able of the first integral and the given NIC) and ends at
because both
From (31), is a function of supply voltage
and
are functions of
. Note that noise-tolerant circuits
will have a smaller probability of error as compared to convenreduces .
tional domino. Also, a higher
It is more convenient to use the measure of mean-squared
error (MSE) for arithmetic circuits because errors at different
output bits have different weights (e.g., an error occurring at the
th bit has a value of
). The MSE, denoted by , for an -bit
adder is defined as
(32)

(b)
Fig. 9.

where is the error probability at the th output bit and can be
computed via (31).

Manchester carry chain: (a) domino and (b) noise-tolerant design.

C. Performance Comparison
While Manchester adders are fast, the inherent presence of
domino style makes it susceptible to noise, thereby putting a
tight requirement on supply voltage for reliable operation. Such
adders are, therefore, power hungry compared to ripple-carry
adders. In this section, we apply the mirror technique to the design of a noise-tolerant Manchester adder. The result we expect
to demonstrate is that a noise-tolerant Manchester adder will
be much more energy-efficient than a conventional Manchester
adder while delivering the same algorithmic performance, i.e.,
the SNR, when employed in a CDMA receiver.
As shown in Fig. 9(b), the proposed scheme protects the error–
by employing mirror transistors
prone dynamic nodes
for short pull-down paths, i.e., paths consisting of NMOS tranand
as their gate inputs. Note that this apsistors with

We now present the results of algorithmic performance and
energy dissipation for the proposed noise-tolerant adder scheme
in the context of a CDMA wireless communication system [26].
The basic principle of CDMA is to spread the spectrum of a
narrowband message signal by multiplying it with a wideband
times that
binary pseudo-noise (PN) sequence whose rate is
is the length of the PN sequence.
of the original signal, where
It can be shown that this type of modulation has the property of
suppressing jamming, interference from other users, and selfinterference due to multipath propagation. Due to this, CDMA
techniques have been widely employed in multiuser wireless
communications.
In the receiver, the incoming signal needs to be despread
by the same PN sequence to recover the transmitted symbols.
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Determining  from noise-immunity curves.

Fig. 11. A correlator for CDMA communications.

This can be achieved by a correlation operation as illustrated
in Fig. 11, where a multiplication involves computing the absolute value of the received signal. We assume that the received
has 8-bit precision and the length of the binary PN sesignal
is
. The accumulator has 16-bit precision,
quence
which requires four 4-bit Manchester adders (see Fig. 9) for
high-speed addition. The noise from the underlying circuits is
which is zero-mean Gaussian
assumed to have an amplitude
V, and a duration
which is uniformly diswith
. The magnitude and duration of intributed between 0 and
termittent noise pulses are sufficient to cause logic errors during
accumulation. The error probability is computed from (31) and
then employed to flip the adder outputs in order to emulate a
requirement of 20
noisy hardware. The final output has a
dB as recommended in [27] and expressed as
dB

(33)

and
are the variances of the desired signal and
where
is given by (32).
signal noise, respectively, and
Fig. 12(a) shows the plot of energy dissipation versus
for different designs. The curve denoted by “NT( )” refers to
the 16-bit adder where the top MSBs are implemented via
the mirror technique [see Fig. 9(b)]. To achieve the specified
, the domino Manchester adder consumes the maximum
for
energy due to its low noise-immunity requiring a high

reliable operation. For the proposed technique, NT(8) consumes
the minimum amount of energy indicating that it is the optimum
in terms of energy-efficiency.
Fig. 12(b) plots the energy per information bit
at the specof 20 dB for different implementations along with the
ified
lower bounds. The lower bounds were computed by modeling
Manchester adders as a multi-input multi-output SDC model
and employing Theorem 2. First, we observe that noise-tolerant
designs reduce energy dissipation by 31.2%–51.4% over conventional systems. This is due to the fact that any improvement
in noise-immunity makes it easy to achieve reliable operation at
low supply voltages, thereby, improving the energy-efficiency
in the presence of noise. Second, the actual energy dissipation
for conventional domino system is 5.3 above its lower bound
while that for NT(8) is only 2.8 above the bound. This is an
improvement by a factor of 1.9 . Finally, we observe that the
overhead due to noise-tolerance starts to dominate in NT(12)
and NT(16), which offsets the improvement in noise-tolerance
and the resulting improvement in energy-efficiency.
It is worth mentioning that algorithmic noise-tolerance
(ANT) techniques [13], [14] can be employed concurrently
with circuit-level noise-tolerant techniques [NT(8) in this case]
in order to further improve the energy-efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
An algorithm has been presented in this paper for deriving
the lower bounds on energy dissipation of noisy digital systems.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 12.

Performance of the proposed noise-tolerant scheme. (a) Energy dissipation versus algorithmic performance and (b) in comparison with the lower bounds.

These bounds are obtained by modeling digital systems as a
SDC and employing information-theoretic considerations. We
have shown that noise-tolerant dynamic circuits offer the best
trade off between energy-efficiency and reliability when operating in the presence of noise. Employing a 16-bit noise-tolerant Manchester adder in a CDMA receiver, we demonstrate
a 31.2%–51.4% energy reduction, and also show that the lower
bounds on energy for this receiver are 2.8 below the actual energy consumed. Further, we show that noise-tolerance reduces
the gap between the lower bounds and actual energy dissipation

by a factor of 1.9 . The results presented in this paper are a
continuation of our past work [8], [11] on developing an information-theoretic framework for deep submicron VLSI systems.
The elements of this framework are consistent with the recommendation in [1] to view DSM VLSI systems as communication
networks and to develop noise-tolerance techniques at the circuit, architectural and algorithmic levels.
Future work needs to be directed toward reducing the gap
between the lower bounds and the actual power dissipation.
One approach for achieving this goal is to employ the SDC
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model for computing the bounds on energy-efficiency of complex VLSI systems, and to develop design methodologies based
on a concurrent application of circuit [15], [16] and algorithmic
noise-tolerance [13], [14] design techniques to approach these
bounds.
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Obviously, (A5) is satisfied if and only if
more, we have

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

(A6)

In this appendix, we prove that the mutual information
of an -input,
single-output noisy gate achieves the maximum when
.
as
From Lemma 1, we rewrite

(A1)
Taking partial derivative of
respect to , we get

. Further-

at

Thus,
global maximum.

is indeed a

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 2
In this appendix, we derive the optimum solution
for the energy optimization problem
(19) and (20).
Consider the mutual information for the noisy system shown
in Fig. 4

with

(B1)
outputs
is achieved if the
are statistically independent. Note
, there always
that for typical digital systems where
exists certain input probabilities such that the outputs are
independent of each other [23]. As will be shown, the lower
bound on energy dissipation is obtained when the outputs
are statistically independent.
We denote the mutual information
for the th output as
. From Lemma 1,
is given by

where

(A2)
where we utilize the fact that
(A3)

The maximum value of
tained at the point where

the

equality

is ob-

(A4)
(B2)
From (A2), this implies

is the distribution function for the noise voltage
where
.
as primarily consisting
Consider the power dissipation
of dynamic power dissipation. Employing (B1) and (B2), we
rewrite the optimization problem (19) and (20) as

(A5)

minimize:

(B3)
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subject to:

(B4)

This is a standard optimization problem that can be solved
using the Lagrange multiplier method [24]. Define function
as

(B5)

where is the a real-valued Lagrange multiplier. Differentiating
with respective to , we get

(B6)
Let (B6) be zero, we have

(B7)
. The optimum solution
where
to (B3) and (B4) is thus obtained from (B7) at
, or
, where the information-theoretic conequivalently
straint (B4) is just met, i.e.,

(B8)

is a monoThis is because that
tonically decreasing function with respective to [see (A6) with
replaced by ]. From (B7), for any
(or
),
making
, which
also leads to a larger power dissipation due to the increase in .
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